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The large attractive flowers of the Cannon Ball Tree Couroupita guianensis, a native of Central and South America
was a popular photographic subject for many who participated in the club’s field trip to the George Brown
Darwin Botanic Gardens. The tree grows to over 25m in height and can bear flowers along the full length of its
trunk, this flower close to ground level was photographed by Janet Wong. See excursion report on page 7.
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Club Activities
September meeting. Wednesday 10 September, 7:45 PM. Blue 1.54 (Business Bldg.), CDU Casuarina.

Pentastome parasites of amphibians and
reptiles in northern Australia
presented by Di Barton
Pentastomes are parasites found in the lungs of many Australian reptiles
(and the toad). Animals acquire pentastomes through their diet, by
ingesting other animals infected with larval stages. Pentastomes feed on
blood by attaching to the wall of the lung and “chewing” a hole into the
wall. The number of pentastome species in Australia is unknown as they
are, until now, a poorly studied group. Di is currently undertaking a study
of the pentastomes of reptiles and amphibians in northern Australia to
determine the range and number of species as well as their geographic
distribution and potential impact on their host animals. This talk will
introduce you to the pentastome and its unique biology and some of the
new types encountered in some unusual hosts in Darwin.

Di Barton dissecting a turtle. Image supplied by
Di Barton.

Di Barton is currently employed by the Fisheries Division within DPIF in
Darwin on a project looking at the use of parasites as biological tags in
several commonly caught recreational fish species. In her spare time she
is continuing her personal research interests (at the Museum) looking at
the parasites of sea snakes and documenting the pentastome fauna of
terrestrial amphibians and reptiles.

September Field Trip. Sunday 14 September, 8.30 am.

Casuarina Coastal Reserve - Lee Point
Lee Point is a familiar place for many of Darwin’s
residents as a pleasant place to visit for a stroll
along the beach. However for those who are a
litttle more adventurous and keen to explore
further, a series of walking tracks through the area
makes this easy - this is just what we’ll be doing.
We’ll begin at a section of woodland dominated
by stringybark on the escarpment ovelooking the
sea and meander down to the coastline, visiting a
WWll bunker on the way. Beyond that we’ll walk
past one of the larger expanses of tall Casuarina
trees close to Darwin and then enter the coastal
monsoon vine forest - this is good habitat for
Emerald and Rose-crowned Fruit Doves as well as
Rainbow Pittas.

Casuarina trees at sunset, Lee Point. Photo Tissa Ratnayeke

After retracing our steps for part of the way we’ll take a new path finishing at the picnic area.
Meet at the large white gate on the left hand side of the road just over the crest of the hill looking down to Lee
Point, this is approximately 150m past the main entrance to the caravan park on the right hand side.If you would
like more information contact Tissa on 0417 659 755.
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Club Notices
Final Notice for Membership Renewals
Please note if you haven’t renewed your membership this will be the final newsletter you recieve. If you would
like to be kept informed of future club activities plus read about natural history observation in the Top End
please renew your memberhip ASAP.
Thank you: The previous issue was prepared by John & Kim Rawsthorne and collated and mailed by Laurie & Illona
Barrand. It was printed using equipment kindly made available by Delia Lawrie MLA at her Karama electoral office.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Welcome: The club welcomes new members Ana Carolina de Clouett, Nigel Adlam and Megan Adams.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Need a Club membership form? Go to: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/downloads.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news,
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to Tissa at tissa@
imprintdesign.com.au or the Club’s postal address, or contact him on 8921 8226.
Deadline for the September newsletter: Wednesday 25 September.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Club library: The Club’s journal and book collection is available to members. Lists of holdings can be found on
our web-site: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/library. The library is housed in two sections:
Books, reports and CDs: can be accessed by contacting Peter Ebsworth on 0437 278 799.
Journals: in the Biodiversity Unit at Berrimah. For access phone Michael Braby on 08 8995 5015 (w).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Leanyer Ponds: Access to Leanyer Ponds is available only after induction through PAWC. To commence the
induction process go to www.rapidinduct.com.au/powerwater/waterservices
Note that the Leanyer Ponds are currently temporarily closed to birdwatchers.
Bryan Baker has keys for the Alice Springs Sewage Ponds, available for collection in Darwin by members before
they head south. Bryan can be reached in Darwin on 8948 2196.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Northern Territory Naturalist: The Editorial Committee of the Club’s journal, the Northern Territory
Naturalist, has now released edition no. 25. The journal publishes works concerning any aspect of the natural
history and ecology of the Northern Territory or adjacent northern Australia, and
may include Reviews, Research Articles, Short Notes, Species Profiles and Book
Reviews.
The Northern Territory Naturalist is a registered, peer-reviewed journal (ISSN 01554093). Author instructions may be downloaded from our web-site:
http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/journal.
If possible, manuscripts should be submitted in digital form by email to richard.
willan@nt.gov.au. Manuscript editors are Drs Richard Willan, Anke Frank and Sean
Bellairs. Louis Elliott is the production editor.
Originals are available of most back issues, some are available as photocopies only,
and several recent issues are out-of-print but individual papers are available as pdfs.
The journal page of the Club’s web-site has an order form for back issues. Free
pdfs of papers from issue 18 (2005) onwards are available from the authors or by
contacting Lou Elliott, email louis.elliott@nt.gov.au.

Farewell and thanks Carla Eisemberg and Steve Reynolds

Carla was elected to the committee in September 2013 and was an active member till she recently left Darwin
to join husband Steve Reynolds in Broome. Carla and Steve also compiled and wrote-up the summaries for the
monthly Recent Literature Lists that appeared in the newsletter for the past eighteen months - the club would
like to continue publishing this list, if you’re able to contribute please contact Tissa on 0417 659 755.
New club member John Zammit has filled the vacancy left by Carla.
Nature Territory - September 2014
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Notice of the NTFNC’s Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of The NT Field Naturalists Club Inc. will be held at 7.45pm on Wednesday 10
September in Room Blue 1.54 (Business Bldg.), Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University. Issues to be
considered include:
• President’s report
• the audited accounts for 2013‐14 and Treasurer’s report. Audited accounts are available from Laurie Barrand
(treasurer.ntfnc@gmail.com ).
• election of Office Bearers and Management Committee for 2013‐2014 (a nomination form is included below)
Summary of Profit & Loss Statement and Balance Sheet for NTFNC for the financial year 2013-14
Income ($)
Expenditure ($)
General expenses surplus
418.97
3,007.50
NT Naturalist
1,224.30
Subscriptions
NT Naturalist sales
90.00
Field activities
0.00
Surplus for year
$ 418.97
Postage/stationery 1,090.06
Assets and liabilities, 30 June 2014
NT Nat. © payment 275.49
Miscellaneous
40.00
Insurance
380.00
Assets: money*
$ 29,761.93
Interest
740.34
Project Support
330.00
Other assets**
$ 200.00
		
other
710.00
Liabilities
$ 1,224.30
Total
$ 4,153.33
Total
$ 3,734.36
* term deposit, bank account & cash
** books, journals
NOMINATION FOR NTFNC COMMITTEE, 2014/15
Name of person being nominated:________________________________________________________
Position being nominated for (circle):
President

Secretary

Treasurer

Committee Member (up to 7 needed)

Signature of Nominee:____________________________________________________
Proposer's name:_______________________________and signature:_______________________________
Seconder's name:_______________________________and signature:_______________________________
Under our Constitution, written nominations received by our Secretary (Peter Holbery) prior to the commencement of the
Annual General Meeting (AGM) have precedence. Either: (1) mail nominations to NTFNC, PO Box 39565, Winnellie, NT 0821,
(2) hand deliver to Secretary or current committee member, or (3) bring them to the AGM.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

UPCOMING EVENT – KAKADU BIRD WEEK 22-26 Sept 2014
Join traditional owners of Kakadu and Parks Australia to celebrate and study the amazing and diverse birdlife of
Kakadu in our first-ever bird week. Kakadu National Park is home to more than one-third of Australia’s bird species.
From woodland birds of the tropical savannah to water birds gracing the region’s billabongs, to richly voiced birds
ringing across majestic sandstone escarpments, Kakadu is a birdwatcher’s paradise. This will be a week to remember!
To register, please email: kakadunationalpark@environment.gov.au with the subject line: “Bird Week”. Contact John
Rawsthorne on 0412 899 051 for more information
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

National Threatened Species Day - Darwin Waterfront
Sunday 7 September - 9am to 2pm
Following last year’s success, this event will run much the same as last year with the ‘Pop-up-Zoo’ idea as well as
stalls/stands for various organisations to promote their research/services etc, with the key theme of researching/
preserving/educating people about threatened species.
Plenty of activities for children and adults.
Field Nats will have a booth on the day, we hope to see you there.
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August Meeting – Suburban Raptors in Darwin
– Breeding Ecology & Human Impacts

Presentation & images by William Riddell

Report by Tiffanie Pearse

Will Riddell has been surveying and observing suburban raptors in Darwin for the last five years and shared his
findings with the Naturalist Club. The following is some of the interesting findings of Will’s work.
Brown Goshawks (Accipiter fasciatus) – Breeding
from August to December, Darwin’s build up season.
In Darwin the minimum inter-nest distance has now
been recorded as 230m compared to minimum internest distance recorded in SE Australia as 1.6km. Whilst
surveying Brown Goshawks Will observed previously
unrecorded brooding behaviour which is to published
in the next edition of the club’s peer reviewed journal
Northern Territory Naturalist. In the 2013/2014
period he observed 26 Brown Goshawk nesting
attempts, the average chick success rate was 1.86
per nest and of the 26 nest sites 22 were in African
Mahogany trees (Khaya senegalensis).

southern subspecies migrate north during winter.
Will originally posed the question whether the two
subspecies interbred. Further investigation revealed
that interbreeding between the two subspecies would
be unlikely due to their size differences.
Grey Goshawks (Accipiter novaehollandiae) – Breeding
April to June, early dry season. In Darwin Grey
Goshawks have been recorded nesting in acacia forests,
mangrove forests and a suburban backyard. Their

This suggests a dependency on African Mahoganies
as breeding sites. Brown Goshawks are a generalist
predator, in the breeding season common prey
includes nestling birds and Northern Water Dragon

Grey Goshawk juvenile feeding on a bird.

nesting tree of choice in mangrove forests is the Grey
Mangrove tree (Avicennia marina). Their adaption to
the urban Darwin environment has seen them use
African Mahogany trees. From the nine successful
nesting attempts observed in Darwin only one chick has
fledged on each occasion. Preferred prey includes the
White-bellied Mangrove Snake (Fordonia leucobalia).
Double brooding by this species has been observed
on one occasion. Will recorded one particular pair
successfully bred twice within a nine month period
which had not been recorded previously.

A pair of Brown Goshawk - the much bigger female on the left.

(Lophognathus temporalis). Two subspecies of
Brown Goshawk can be found in Darwin both the
Northern (Accipiter fasciatus didimus) and Southern
subspecies (Accipiter fasciatus fasciatus). The
Nature Territory - September 2014

Brahminy Kite (Haliastur indus) – Breeding from
August to December, Darwin’s build up to wet season.
Preferred nesting site is the African Mahogany tree.
Agonistic behaviour between rival Brahminy Kite
breeding pairs has been observed, indicating a high
breeding density. The minimum inter-nest distance
is 630m significantly low then records of this species
in southern Australia. Preferred prey includes the
Northern Water Dragon (Lophognathus temporalis)
... continued next page
and nestling birds.
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Darwin has the second highest biodiversity of
Australia’s 20 largest cities after Townsville,
therefore plenty of prey options are available.

Human Impact:

Brahminy Kite.

Reasons for high breeding density of raptors:
• Abundance of prey items – abundance of
Northern Water Dragon (larger and more
abundant in suburban Darwin than in surrounding
bushland) and nestlings (timing their breeding
season with local passerine breeding season)
• The presence of large African Mahogany trees
– not native to Australia but very common in
Darwin suburbia. Unfortunately this species of
tree can be hazardous, causing human fatalities
from sudden limb breakages leading to removal
of trees in some areas.
• Wildlife corridors – Darwin suburbia has
reasonably beneficial wildlife corridors where prey
items can move between areas with relative ease.
• Backyards – specific to the northern suburbs
of Darwin, the backyards have well established
trees and large yards which are extremely well
watered as there are no water restrictions.
• Habitat generalists – raptors are habitat generalists
eating what is easily available, this means anything
their talons can handle can be prey. Interestingly

Brahminy Kite fledgling.
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Australia Hobbies (Falco longipennis) were utilising
nests in the light towers at Marrara Football
stadium which may have caused a light failure
during an AFL game, causing embarrassment for
the game organisers. Thus the nests were removed
by maintenance. A pair of Grey Goshawks was
raising a chick in an African Mahogany tree in the
suburb of Tiwi, but council deemed the nest tree
to be a hazard and subsequently removed the
tree. The Grey Goshawks moved to a different
suburb. A pair of Rufous Owls (Ninox rufa) were
consistently sighted and occasionally bred in
the Darwin Botanical Garden. Two Earpod trees
(Enterolobium cyclocarpum) were frequently used,
one for roosting and one for nesting. The trees
were located near a children’s playground and
were deemed a potential hazard. Needless to say
people protested
the trees
imminent removal
but the nest tree
was trimmed
and the roosting
tree removed.
The Rufous
Owls no longer
breed at the
Darwin Botanic
Gardens and are
sighted much less
Rufous Owl.
frequently.
There was a brief discussion on the threats
impacting on suburban raptors, such as:
economic growth, urban development, recent
residential development with no consideration
for Wildlife corridors. New houses are less ecofriendly, with smaller yards and less trees. Will
also discussed key actions to be taken, such
as raising raptor awareness by presenting in
schools, raising concerns with the NT News and
developing mitigation methods before hazardous
trees are removed. Anybody with a developing
interest in raptors can join the Australasian
Raptor Association, an interest group aligned with
Birdlife Australia.
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August Field Trip – A full-circle walk in the Botanic
Gardens by Deb Bisa
An early morning Sunday excusion through the George Brown Darwin Botanic Gardens with the Field Nats seemed
a very pleasant way to show the Gardens to my interstate visitor. Around 30 people met in the carpark of the
Gardens Road entrance and the extra coolness of the morning, which Tissa admitted he’d ordered on our behalf,
was a delightful bonus, especially for my unacclimatised visitor.
Sharon Wilson who has been working in the
Gardens for nearly 20 years was our guide. We
left the carpark and walked under the shade
of several large trees including the African
Sausage Tree, Kigelia africana, the large
sausage-shaped fruits not in abundance on
this occasion. The Red Bead Tree, Adenanthera
pavonina, was fruiting heavily and in several
places during our excursion their shiny hard,
red seeds, which have been used to make
jewellery, littered the ground. Sharon pointed
out how the seeds of this tree are often
confused with Abrus precatorius, which Sharon
referred to as Gidee-Gidee Vine, but it is also
known as Crab’s Eye Vine. This latter plant’s
bright red seeds which are more rounded and
capped black are known to be toxic.

The flowers of a Top End native, the Coral Tree- Erythrina variegata.
Image by Natalie Davis.

On into the woodland we passed the Heritage Lawn, a site at which many locals dating back to the nineteenth
century and into the twentieth have enjoyed for picnics or community events. We paused at an Australian Cashew
Nut, Semecarpus australiensis, a tree native to New Guinea which, as the common name suggests, has fruit similar
to a cashew nut. The sap from the peduncle of this plant is similarly caustic and in New Guinea it is used to burn
the skin to produce cultural scars.
There was another pause at the creek running
through the Gardens where a number of
birds such as the Spangled Drongo and plants
in the Arecaceae family attracted attention.
Sharon suspected that the Sabal Palm, a fanpalm, was introduced after Cyclone Tracy by
George Brown. A native palm Corypha utan,
its crown silhouetted against the morning sky,
is a tree more often seen east of the Liverpool
River into Arnhem Land, particularly out near
Ramingining where they stand majestically
on the Arafura swamp and in similar habitat
subject to periodic flooding. This species is
monocarpic, meaning it flowers, seeds and
then dies, it has a life of about 30 years. A
stand exists at Vesteys Lake nearby.
The succulents garden currently under construction. Image by Deb Bisa.

Crossing the creek we entered an area
of the Gardens which until recently had
been neglected due to the discovery of asbestos a few years ago—as a WHS issue this prevented mowing. The
area had previously been used as a rubbish dump, probably from about the 1950s to pre-1974 (Cyclone Tracy),
and considering that many houses literally exploded during Cyclone Tracy, the fact that asbestos is periodically
unearthed in Darwin is not surprising. Prior to the most recent change of government and the Gardens coming
back under the management of the Parks and Wildlife Commission, finding solutions and funding to deal with
Nature Territory - September 2014
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the problem had been difficult. Some attempts at removing asbestos were tried, however as this was too difficult
a decision was made to cap the area using geotextile matting and layers of topsoil. The drainage of the area has
also been modified and includes filter traps to prevent the unwanted transfer of any asbestos material. Like other
areas of these lowlands in the Gardens, this area is prone to flooding and this coming wet season will be the first
time the modifications will be tested.
In a more established area of the woodlands we
observed several species, most planted but there were
some bird introductions. Highlights were Terminalia
microcarpa, flushing green in anticipation of the wet
season after its sparse coverage of reddish leaves,
Eucalytpus bigalerita, Melaleuca leucadendra and
Alphitonia excelsa; introduced species included
Terminalia muelleri, Delonix floribunda with its
distinctive peeling bark, and in the Africa/Madagascar
section there were several introduced boabs, Moringa
drouhardii, from seeds given to George Brown in
1983. Their forms reminded some in the group of
Brachychiton rupestris, the Queensland Bottle Tree.
The woodlands area remains a work in progress with
approximately one hectare under new plantings. The
beginnings of a succulent garden was observed with a recommendation from Sharon to ‘watch this space’. We
made our way through mounds of soil to follow the path along the base of the escarpment to the Rainforest Loop
Walk. Along the way we were introduced to a Mother of Cocoa, Gliricidia sepium, the species used in the past to
shade young cocoa plants similarly to how Coffee Bush, Leucaena leucocephala—now known to be particularly
invasive—was used to shade young coffee plants. Sharon noted how the Gardens still contain interesting
‘treasures’ from the days when a number of plants were trialled for economic purposes.
Rainbow Lorrikeets in the Gardens. Image by John Zammit.

Pausing at the base of the Rainforest Loop Walk we
discussed the aboreal termite colonies seen in the
Gardens and how the Forest Kingfisher fly at them to
break the surface and excavate short nest tunnels. My
visitor reminded us that the Kookaburra down south
also uses arboreal termite colonies in a similar manner.
The plight of the Rufous Owl in the Gardens was also
discussed, and although a nesting pair returned to the
Gardens earlier this year, there have been no recent
sightings since some baby feathers were found. It was
thought that perhaps the extra publicity around their
reappearance may not have been helpful.
This was a nice segway into a conversation about
habitat conservation for wildlife—a topic that Sharon
This silhouetted image of the Cabbage Palm Corypha utan captures the
is passionate about. She hopes that there will be more spectacular end to the life of these palms. After approximately thirty
years of growing they drop the large fan leaves, then sends out these
support and funding to develop other areas of the
Gardens, and in this regard sees great potential for the huge inflorescence spikes, bears fruit and finally die. Image: Deb Bisa.
lowlands of the Gardens subject to flooding. In the face of worldwide habitat destruction, Tissa reminded the
group of the importance of Darwin, and Australia in general, in the provision of migratory stop-off points for many
northern hemisphere shorebirds.
Our meanderings were completed with a walk up to the fountain through the cool of the rainforest, a visit to the
Cycad Garden and the Snakebean Community Garden, and then down through the Sensory Garden with its array
of unusual, beautiful and rare introductions such as Amherstia nobilis. We said farewell to Sharon on the bridge
where an amazing fibreglass installation of a python can be observed draped along a branch of a well-established
Rain Tree, Samanea saman. Several among the group then took advantage of being near Eva’s Cafe—the historic
Wesleyan Methodist Church built in the nineteenth century, relocated to the Gardens in 2000, preserved and
recently tastefully and respectfully repurposed—to enjoy a pleasant dry season morning tea.
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Spotted Whistling-ducks at Melville Island

by Mike Jarvis, Birding and nature guide in the coastal Top End.
Last month I was invited to visit Melville Island as a
guest of Tiwi Islands Adventures, a 100% Tiwi owned
enterprise, with a view to assisting them to expand
the range of experiences they offer to their guests to
include birdwatching.

the presence of these ducks on their island, and to
facilitate the opportunity for birders who wish to see
them to be able to do so.
Peter Kyne reports that previous NT records are:
1. Leanyer S.P., Peter Kyne and subsequently many
others, 27/12/2011 to 12/02/2012

Steve (Grassy) Raines, an expert fishing guide, and
fast becoming a good birding guide, told me about
some whistling-ducks he regularly sees at Goose
Creek. I described the differences in appearance and
behaviour between Plumed and Wandering Whistlingducks but he was vague as to which species they
would be.

These records were all of single birds.

The next morning (28/7/2014) we visited Goose Creek
by boat, noting the usual water birds (including Greatbilled Heron) as we motored along the creek. Grassy
slowed the boat to a stop and I focussed my binoculars
on a group of about twenty whistling-ducks. They
were clearly not Plumed or Wandering! We had twenty
Spotted Whistling-ducks all sitting over the water on a
long-reaching melaleuca branch as per image below.

Other interesting sightings were the Tiwi race of
Rufous Whister Pachycephala rufiventris minor
which is very common on the island, and also the
Lichenostomus flavescens melvellensis race of Yellowtinted Honeyeater. There is potential to see Red
Goshawk while birding Tiwi as an estimated one
hundred pairs are on the islands and also the Tiwi
Island subspecies of Masked Owl.

No-one seems to know for sure how long they have
been there.

Anyone interested in finding out about opportunities
to see these birds and others on Melville Island can
email me mike@experiencethewild.com.au or Nigel
fishing@tiwiadventures.com.au

The staff at Tiwi Islands Adventures are keen to
encourage the locals to recognise the significance of
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2. Leanyer S.P., Daniel Mantle, Peter Kyne & Micha
Jackson, 24/12/2012
3. Fogg Dam, Peter Crane, 23/03/2013
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Broad-billed Sandpiper – in the far north by Stuart Rae
A rare bird in the Territory, or
an overlooked bird, which is
it? The Broad-billed Sandpiper
Limicola falcinellus is both
tricky to identify and difficult to
spot, as it is a small wader, little
larger than a stint, that shuns
the crowded beaches and more
likely to be found alone probing
in the muddy flats, often in a
tucked away corner. It looks so
much like all those other little
waders out there, but look for
its characteristically downturned
bill tip – the breadth of the bill
is only evident on a close-up
head-on view.
On their breeding grounds in
A Broad-billed Sandpiper walks over a mat of floating sphagnum moss on a mire.
the arctic tundra, they live in
mires where there is dense covering of sedge. A habitat which they have adapted to, with marvellously streaked
breeding plumage; dark background (like the wet moss) and pale buff and rufous edges to the coverts, scapulars
and back (just like the colours faded blades of the previous year’s growth of sedge).
This is another wader which I study in Norway
(see previous issue on Red-necked Phalarope) and
they are just as elusive there as they are here.
They select wet fens for their breeding grounds
and apart from brief display flights when they first
arrive in the area, they are seldom seen. Most
of their time is spent walking through the sedge,
picking prey from the surface of the quaking mossy
substrate, with open water below. So not an easy
or safe place to go looking for them. And there
might not be crocodiles in their breeding swamps,
but there are rather a lot of mosquitoes.
For more on this see http://stuartrae.blogspot.com/
Broad-billed sandpiper breeding
habitat – a floating carpet
of moss (mostly Sphagnum
lindbergi) and sedge Carex spp.
on a wet quaking fen underlain
with slowly melting permafrost.

A broad-billed sandpiper nest set on
a tiny hummock of moss Sphagnum
capillifolium and Bog Rosemary
Andromeda polifolia, on a floating
carpet of vegetation, mostly sphagnum.
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Interesting bird sightings
1 to 31 August 2014
Compiled by Micha Jackson and Peter Kyne
Sightings are as reported (unvetted, unconfirmed) and have been compiled from emails sent to the NT Birds forum
(http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ntbirds) moderated by Niven McCrie, postings on Birdline Northern Territory
(http://www.eremaea.com/ ) and from correspondences with birdwatchers. Bird names follow the IOC world checklist.
Species

Date

Waterbirds, Seabirds & Shorebirds
Asian Dowitcher
23/08/2014

Location

Observer/s

Numbers/comments

Lee Point, Darwin

Angie Marles

2

Eastern Curlew

25/08/2014

East Arm Wharf, Darwin

Amanda Lilleyman

96

Great-billed Heron

16/08/2014

Dinah Beach, Darwin

Gavin & Meg O'Brien

1

Grey-tailed Tattler

25/08/2014

Lee Point, Darwin

Amanda Lilleyman

158

Little Ringed Plover

18/08/2014

Leanyer Sewage Ponds

Amanda Lilleyman

4

Sharp-tailed Sandpiper

25/08/2014

East Arm Wharf, Darwin

Amanda Lilleyman

10; first report of season

Wood Sandpiper

13/08/2014

East Arm Wharf, Darwin

Amanda Lilleyman

1; first report of season

Wood Sandpiper

18/08/2014

Alice Springs Sewage Ponds

Marc Gardner

1

Birds Of Prey & Owls
Red Goshawk

2/08/2014

Pine Creek

John Rawsthorne

2

4/08/2014

Mary River floodplain

John Rawsthorne

3

2/08/2014

Chainman Creek, west of
Katherine

Marc Gardner

5

10/08/2014

Policeman's Point, Timber Ck

John & Shirley Tongue

20

10/08/2014

Bullita Access Rd

John & Shirley Tongue

40-50

Spotted Harrier
Other Non-Passerines
Chestnut-backed
Buttonquail
Passerines
Gouldian Finch
Pictorella Mannikin
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A Better Mouse Trap by John Rawsthorne
I was bird-banding at The Charcoal Tank Nature Reserve
in central NSW with Terry Korodaj and others during
August and found one owl pellet on some bare ground.
Owl pellets are the regurgitated remains of prey that is
swallowed whole, processed in the gizzard, stored and
then regurgitated.

The pellet appeared to be quite fresh, with no sign of
insect damage and was immediately beside a small patch
of fresh whitewash. The pellet was cylindrical, dark in
colour and about 60mm long by 25mm in diameter. We
initially thought it may be from a Barking Owl Ninox
connivens, but a bit of research suggests that the pellet
is larger than typical for Barking Owl and more likely to
come from a Eastern Barn Owl Tyto delicatula, which
would be far more common in the area.

enough jaw bones to indicate at least 8 mice. The skulls all
showed indication of crush at the base of the skull. There
were some traces of insect carapaces, but the pellet was
dominated by mammal fur and bones. Owls generally
regurgitate one or two pellets per day, so this pellet
represents part or all of one night’s feeding effort. Eight
mice – not a bad feed in anyone’s terms.

We took the time to tease the pellet apart and it told a
great story of predatory skill, captured in the image (for
scale the black notepad is about A5 in size). The contents
of the pellet included a variety of House Mouse Mus
musculus bones, including five skulls (or parts thereof) and
Nature Territory - September 2014
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